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ABSTRACT 

In certain precise measurements of electrolytic resistance of solutions, the 
platinum electrodes are necessarily very thin so that one cannot neglect the 
drop of potential in them. Formulas are obtained for this drop in the case of 
two types of cylindrical cells, one in which the current is axial, the other partly 
axial and partly radial. The potential admits of accurate evaluation in the 
first case and the results obtained confirm the method outlined for the treatment 
of a general shape of cell. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In work during 1915-16 in connection with the examination of 
various sources of error in the equipment and technique then in 
use for measuring the conductivity of solutions and to develop pre
cision methods and apparatus therefor, Taylor, Bennett, and Acree 1 

studied a number of important electrical and chemical factors. One 
of these subjects was the proper design of the metal electrodes and 
the glalis containing vesliels. 

In connection with this last item the above authors noted small 
deviations in the apparent resistance of solutions surrounding closely 
spaced disk electrodes 0.1 mm thick and 5 cm in diameter, depending 
on whether the current entered the disk through a post welded at the 
center or through this post and three others 120° apart at the edge of 
the disk. Because of possible corresponding variations in the dis
tribution of the current through the electrodes and solution, and 
of the electrode phenomena and capacitance over the electrode surface, 
the above authors desired equations set up for the resistance of typical 
disk and cylindrical cup electrodes used in their work. With the 
magnitude of this small factor known accurately for stated conditions 
it is possible to determine separately the resistance of the solution 

1 J . Am. Chem. Soc. 38, 2396,2403,2415 (1916). 
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and the effects of the series capacitance at the electrode surfaces. 
With this object in view, the following treatment of the resistance 
of the metal electrodes themselves is presented. 

The total current I (t) sent through an electrolytic cell when an 
emf E (t) is applied to it by means of electrodes is, in general, given 
to a first approximation by assuming that the current distribution 
throughout the electrodes and solution at every instant t is that 
which would be produced (ultimately) by a constant emf having this 
instantaneous value E (t), that is, the quasi-stationary state. Let VO 
be the potential of this first approximation in the electrodes or solution. 
The vector current density iO= -h\7VO where the conductivity 
h has the value Ae in the electrodes and A. in the solution. At the 
contact surfaces SI and S2 of electrodes with the solution this potential 
VO if> continuous and the normal component i no of the current density 
is continuous. The constant contact potential difference between 
solution and metal is here ignored since it cancels out of the equations 
connecting current and applied emf when the electrodes are both of 
the same material and possess the same surface characteristics. 
Since the current density is solenoidal, the potential VO satisfies 
Laplace's equation, and for given shape of the solution volume T. and 
electrode volumes TJ and T2 is determined by the above boundary 
conditions at the internal boundaries SI and S2, together with the 
vanishing of the normal current at the external boundaries and the 
assignment of VO or the normal current densities at the entrance 
section SOl and exit section S02, where the current is led into or out of 
the electrodes by the lead-wires. This first approximation is never 
sufficiently accurate to represent the results of experiments, but if the 
applied emf is sufficiently small these may be generally very accurately 
represented by assuming the existence of a polarization film of very 
small thickness Ll near the contact surfaces SI and S2' This elec
trical double-layer, which is equivalent to a capacitance per unit area 

k= 4:Ll (t being the dielectric constant in the film), seems to be the 

predominant electrostatic effect, so that any simple distribution of 
charge on SI or S2, or on the external boundaries, is negligible com
pared to it. This constitutes a condenser KJ at SI' K2 at S2, and the 
two being in series amount to a condenser K where 

If Ao is the conductivity of the film, the first condenser has an internal 
resistance HOI which amounts to a shunt on it and the second R02 , 

their resistance in series being Ro, where 

(2) 

so that 

(3) 
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The values of these electrolytic capacities, as evaluated by experi
ments,2 are so large as to indicate that the film thickness II is exceed
ingly small compared to the thickness attainable in mica condensers 
or air condensers, so that the capacity lc per unit area is enormous. 
Even when there is very little evidence of the film, we may adhere to 
this view that II is very small by assuming that the film conductivity 
Ao practically short-circuits the condenser. This viewpoint then leads 
to the second approximation, which is generally sufficient to fit the 
most accurate measurements. It consists merely in viewing the cell 
as a leaky 3 condenser (i.e.,' K shunted by Ro) in series with the resist
ance R.+Rel+Re2 of solution and electrodes to the whole of which 
the emf E(t) is applied. The current J(t) is then determined by the 
equation (where Q is the total charge on K) 

(4a) 

Q 
E=R+(R,+Re)J, where R.=Re1+Re2 (4b) 

with the initial conditions E=1 == 0 when t<t1, so that Q=O when 
t=tl+O. 

A justification, or rather formulation, of this assumption for the 
general case is made in the following section. Later a case is treated 
which is capable of a more accurate solution and this serves to con
firm the assumption that the second approximation thus outlined is 
generally sufficient. The elimination of Q between (4a) and (4b) 
gives 

(5a). 

so that 

In case the emf is simply periodic, E (t)=real part of Eoeiwt p~ d when 
transients have died out, J is R. 10eiw' , where the complex )nstltnt 
10 is given by 

II. OUTLINE OF METHOD IN GENERAL 

The vector current density i is given at all points by i=-AVV, 
where A= Ae in Tl and T2 and A= As in T, (6) 
Since i is everywhere solenoidal, V must, at every instant, satisfy 

I Taylor, Bennett, and Acree J. Am. Chern. Soc. 38 2408, 2427 (1916) . 
I Taylor, Bennett, and Acree J. Am. Chern .soc. 38 2408, 2415 (1916). 

(7) 
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The boundary conditions at the small plane entrance-section SOl 
(fig. 1) and the small plane exit section S02 may be taken as 

V=E~t) (uniform) over SOl 

-E(t) 
V= --2-(uniform) over S02 

(8a) 

(8b) 

In some cases, however, it is just as near the truth, and more con
venient, to take instead of these, the boundary conditions 

ionl=Ial (uniform) over SOl and V=~ at some point on outer edge 

of SOl (8a') 

ion2 = fo2 (uniform) over S02 and V= 2E at some point on outer edge 

of S' 02 (8b') 

FIGURE I.-Electrolytic cell. 
Volumes T, aud T, are electrodes and volume T., the solution. 

The boundary conditions at the internal boundaries SI and 8 2 are 

and 

and finally, 

i nl is continuous at SI 

in2 is continuous at S2 

(D1+'Y)(Vel - V. I ) = i~1 = 4:~i,.1 at SI 

in2 41l"~ . 
(D1+'Y)(Vs2 - Ve2) =7C =-E-~n2 at S2 

(9a) 

(9b) 

(lOa) 

(lOb) 

in= O at all external boundaries of T1, T2, and T. (11) 

The surface density of charge iii on the element dSI of the condenser 
Kl (at the point Pi of fig. 1) is 

(12a) 

1 
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where Vel is the potential at Pl in the electrode and Vat at Pl in the 
solution. The conservation of electricity is represented by the 
equation 

(13a) 

From the two latter equations, the boundary condition (lOa) is 
derived. Equation lOb is similarly a consequence of 

and 
CT2=k(V.2- V e2) 

(D+'Y) CT2=in2 

(12b) 

(13b) 

The sense of the conditions (9) is that i nt at P~=int at P1= 
normal current density in the solution beyond the film which, of 
course, is considered to be of no thickness at all so far as we are con
cerned with the determination of the potential distribution outside 
it. If Qt and Q2 are the total charges on condensers K t and K2, then 

and 

J Jin td8t = J Jin2d8 2=I 
8t 

Let Vel ~tJ J Vetd8t =average over 81 of the electrode potential 

81 

and V8t =the average over 81 of the solution potential and similarly 
let V.2 and V.2 denote averages over 8 2 • Then by integration of (12) 
and (13) over the respective surface 8 1 and 82 we obtain, by use of (1) 

Ql=K1(Vel- VBl) (14a) 

(D,+'Y)Ql=-=I (15a) 
and 

Q2=K2(V.2- V'2) (14b) 

(D,+'Y)Q2=I (15b) 

From (15a) and (15b) we obtain (Dt+'Y) (QI-Q~)=O. We assume 
that E (t) (and hence I (t), QI, and Q2) is always finite, but that E 
and hence also I may be discontinuous at certain instants ~nd that 
E=O if- ro<t<tll so that QI=Q2=I=0 if t<tt. But the last 
equation gives QI-Q2=Oe-'Y' when t>tt, while (15a) and (15b) show 
that QI(t l +O)=Q2(t1+O)=0 so that 0=;0, and we obtain 
QI=Q2 and 8 1 (Vet- V BI ) = 82CVS2 - Ve2) at all times. (16) 
Let Q=~QI=Q2. Then by (16) the two equations 15 are identical 
and may be written (by use of 3) 

(D'+R!K)Q=I (which is the equation 4a) (17) 
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Also, by dividing (14a) by KI and (14b) by [{2 and adding, we find, 
by use of (1) 

Q - - - -
K= V sl - Vel + V.2 - V.2 which may be written 

(18) 

The first approximation va for the potential distribution is deter
mined by placing .t.=o in the second members of the two boundary 
conditions (10). The initial condition used in deriving (16) then 
shows in similar fashion that the conditions (10), reduce merely to 

the requirement of continuity of VO at Sl and S2 so that jO is a func

tion of x, y, z only throughout the compound conductor TI +T.+T2 , 

which represents the potential distribution when it carries unit steady 
current. vVhen VO is found one may compute the total resistance R 
of this compound conductor so that R will be a known function of 
AS) Ae and the linear dimensions entering into the description of this 
compound conductor. In case R comes out as the sum of two func-
tions in one of which only the conductivity, AS) appears, and only Ae 
in the other, the first could be called the solution resistance R., the 
second the resistance Re of the two electrodes. In general, A. and A, 
will be so involved in the expression for R that in order to resolve it 
into R=R.+R.d-R'2 we must adopt some arbitrary definitions of 
these resistances. _ 

Since f is the potential at some chosen point on the edge of the 

-E 1 entrance surface SOl and 2 its value at some part on the edge of 

S02, we define arbitra.rily 

- E 
VO'2+Z 

I (19a) 

(19b) 

When the first approximation va for the potential has been found 
the use of va for V in computing the mean potential drops in the 
second member of (18) gives 

E= i+ (R.+R.)I, where Re=Rel +R.2, (20) 

which is equation 4b, so that (17) and (20) give the second approxi- J 
mation to the current, which is generally sufficient. 

The conclusions so far are based merely upon the smallness of .t.. 
But) the exact evaluation of the potential VO which is necessary to " 
determine R is in general difficult: There is, however, another con
sideration equally important which results in a further simplification 
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in the evaluation of Va. The metallic conductivity A. is so large in 
comparison with that As of the solution that the principal part of th 
potential V~ in the solution (say V~/), may be obtained by assuming 
that the contact surfaces SI and S2 are equipotential surfaces. This 
assumption determines the principal part of R. by (19a) (say R:) 
and also the principal parts say i~;, i~~ of the normal components 
of current i~ 1 and i~2 at SI and S2. The principal part of the potential 
in the electrodes is then determined by making i nl =i? ; at SJ, etc. 
together with the remaining boundary conditions. Then using (19)' 
the principal part of the electrode resistance Re, say R: is found: 

Since R~ is proportional to ~, and R: to ;. it is evident that R: is 

so small relatively that no further modification of it will be necessary. 
N either will it be necessary to go further with the evaluation of R81 

for any further terms would be of the order of A~2 as will be seen in 

section III. 

I a 

~f0t----l"9+--- ~== _x 
I 

x", --t- h x,,-.e 
X"O 

FIGU RE 2.-Section of a cylindrical shell by an axial plane. 

It should be noted that the electrode resistances thus defined are 
quite different from wha t would be obtained by evaluating the 
potential distribution in the electrodes on the assumption that SI 
and S2 are equipotential surfaces. Such a boundary condition, 
while sufficient for the determination of the potential in the solution 
and its resistance R., is not applicable for determining electrode 
potentials. It is shown in section III that the electrode resistances 
obtained in this way are not even approximately correct. 

III. CYLINDRICAL CELL WITH THIN DISK ELECTRODES
CURRENT IN AXIAL DIRECTION 

Figure 2 represents a section by a plane through the x axis of a 
cylindrical cell which has as electrodes circular plates of radius a. 
The part -l<x<l is filled with an electrolyte. The plates of thick
ness h, for -l-h<x< -l and l<x<l+h are circular disks of platinum 
very thin, say h=O.02 cm. The current I(t) enters along a thin 
lead-in wire of radius b coaxial with the x axis, so that the potential 
V, either in the case of steady currents or variable with time, does 
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not depend upon the cylindrical coordinate 8, but only on the cy
lindrical coordinates x and r and the time t. As explained in equations 
1 to 4 

(21) 

The boundary condition at the extreme left, where the current enters 
through the wire of small radius b (of the same order as h), will be 
taken 

i"C-l-h, r, t)=~~: when O<r<b (22a) 

At the extreme right 

i,,(l+h, r, t)=~~: when O<r<b (22b) 

=0 when b<r<a 

On all convex cylindrical boundaries there is the condition 

irCx, a, t) =0 for -l-h<x<l+h (23) 

The continuity of i" at the internal boundaries 81 and 82 gives the 
conditions 

i,,(-l+O, r, t)=i,,(-l-O, r, t)(=i,,(-l, r, t) ____ O<r<a (24a) 

i,,(l+O, r, t)=i"Cl-O, r, t)(:xi,,(l, r, t) __________ O<r< a (24b) 

Finally there are the conditions (5) at these internal boundaries 

(D,+'Y)O"I=i,,( -l, r, t), where O"l(r, t) =k[V( -l-O)-V( -l+O)] (25a) 

(D,+'Y)0"2=i,,(l, r, t), where 0"2(r, t)=kIV(l-O)- V(l+O)] (25b) 

Since V will be an odd function of x, this brings about a simplifi
cation in that 0"2 becomes equal to O"IJ and when one of the paIr of 
equations 22, 24, or 25 is satIsfied, the other will also be true. 

For constructing the potential V we have the following type of 
particular solution of Laplace's equation 

V =( A sinh ex;: + B cosh ex;:)Jo( :} where Jo is Bessel's function, 

the other solution of Bessel's equation being ruled out by the require
ment of finiteness on the x-axis, where r=O. 

Since Dr Jo( :)= -~J{ :) the boundary condition (20) requires 

that a be a solution of the equation 

J1(a) =0 (26) 
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In what follows we use an to denote the nth positive root of this 
equation, of which there are an infinite number. We require the use 
of Dini's theorem for the development of a function of x, say j (x), 

for the range 0 < x<l, where lJ(X)dX converges absolutely 

co 

j(x)=co+ 2:cnJ o(anx), (27) 
n=l 

where 

{I 2 (1 
co=2 Jo xj(x)dx and Cn= J o2(an)Jo xj(x)Jo(anx)dx for n>O 

When the function has a finite discontinuity at X=Xo, the sum of this 

series is ~~(xo+O)+j(Xo-O) ] 
As a special case of (27) we need the following development of the 

discontinuous function of l' occurring in (22) 

=0 ________ if b<r:::<a 
I(t) . 

= 27J'b 2 ---- If r=b (28) 

If E (t) is the difference of potential applied to the cell, i. e., between 
the wire surfaces where they touch the electrodes, then 

E(t) = V( -l-h, b, t) - V(l+h, b, t) (29) 

It is evident that the potential in the three regions T1, T" and T2, 

must then have the following form 

when -l-h<x<-l 
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_ xI(t) 1 ~ I n{t ) sinh (¥) J. (anr) 
- - 7ra2}.. , - 7raA,ff. an cosh ( a~l) 0 a 

when - l<x<t 

+ _l_~In(t{ cosh 7J!(x-l-h)Jo (~~)-Jo (t-) ] 
7ra AeL...; . h (anh) 

n=1 an sm a 
when l< x< l+h 

From this, the x component of current density is 

. _I(t)f 2a ~sinh7J!(x+l) J{~)Jo(¥)) 
t x (x,r,t)--21 1- T L...; ( h) 

7ra n=1 an sinh a~ . J 2o(an) 
(31) 

1 ~'" I,,(t) sinh an (x+l+h) ( ) + - 2 a Jo anr when -l-h<x< -l 
7ra . h (anh) a 

n= l sm Ii: 

'" In (t) cosh (anx) 
_I(t)+~~ a . J. (anr) h -l< < l 
-22 (l) 0 wen x 7ra 7ra h an a 

n=l cos a 

1 ~'" In(t) sinh ~ (x- l-h)Jo( ¥) 
- -2 ( ') ,whenl< x<l+ h. 7ra . h an ~ 

n=1 sm Ii: 
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Obviously (30) is a solution of (7) satisfying the condition (23) by 
reason of (26) and also the conditions (24). From (31) we find 

co 

iz(l, r, t)=iz(-l, r, t)=I(t~+~"\, In (t)Jo (anr). (32) 
'Ira 7ra L.J a 

1 

Also, the equation 31 shows by reference to (28) that the conditions 
(22) are also satisfied. Hence, all but the last conditions (25) are 
satisfied without placing any restrictions upon the coefficients In (t). 
The first approximation VO will only differ from the more precise 
potential V by the manner in which we choose these coefficients In. 

We introduce the abbreviations for n= 1,2,3, - - - co 

(33a) 

4 J{a;b) 
p =- (33b) 

n - 7rb A. 2 J;. ( ) . 1 (exnh) an 0 an SIn 1 Ii: 

_1_ = _ 2_ [tanh (exnl ) + A, coth (anh)] (33c) 
f3nK 7raA,an a A. a 

co 

R' =~ +~ h (anh)J. (anb) .- h p" cos 0 7ra 1\ . a a (33d) 

n = l 

Then from (30) we find 

co co 

(34a) 

~co I J. (anr) tanh anl 
li n 0 a a (34 b) 

V.1= V(-l+O, r, t)=~I+-\-
7ra 1\ , 7ra 1\8 1 an 

so that 
co co 

and 

730119-36-8 
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so that 

and 
ex> 

E - - E R' I,\:, 
"2- Vel = V.2+2 = 2"I-"2L/nIn 

1 

(35) 

(36) 

N ow the first approximation VO to the potential distribution is that 
determined by replacing the boundary conditions (25) by the mere 
requirement of continuity of VO at the internal boundaries SI and S2. 
This, by (34c) would require that we choose the coefficient In as 

In=I~=k{3npJo 

which, being used in (36), give 

so that the total electrode resistance is 

On neglecting terms in A;. this becomes 

cosh ~ I (a h) A. coth ( ~l)j 
a A. sinh ( a~h ) 

(37) 

(38) 

(38') 

I 
~ 
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On neglecting terms in A~' this becomes 

co Jo anb) J 1 (anb) 
R -R ,-~+~ ~ a a (38") e- • - 7ra2A. 7rbA.L..J 2J.2( ) t h (anh) Ian oan an a 

which does not involve the conductivit.y As of the solution, and is a 
function of the linear dimensions 11" a, and b of the electrodes only . 

E · . R 2l . f h 1 . quatlOn 35 gIves .=~=resistance 0 t e so ut.lOn. 7ra 1\, (39) 

If what we have called the second approximation to the current is 
sufficient, then (38") and (39) give the total resistance R=R.+ R'. 
to be used in equation 4b. Equations 38 and 39 give the exact 
values of R. and R. defined by (19a) for they are derived from an 
exact evaluation of P. Since, however, (38") differs from (39) by 

terms of the order ~.' the results here obtained confirm the statements 

made after equation 20 as to the approximate method of evaluating 
R' •. 

To illustrate the general mode of the approximate evaluation of 
VO, we note that the approximate potential distribution in the solu
tion, based on the assumption that the contact surfaces 81 and 82 

are equipotential surfaces, is given by taking In=O as shown by 
(34b). Whatever value we take for In, the solution resistance is 
given by (39). The evaluation of the potential distribution through
out the electrodes, however, is made by assuming that the normal 
current there is continuous with that corresponding to this approxi
mate potential in the solution, so that with In=O, the surfaces 8 1 

and 82 are not equipotential, as shown by (34a). The value In=O 
then leads to R.=R'. by (36), as predicted in section II. 

It is worth while to illustrate at this point the misconception that 
might arise from calling the resistance R., as defined in (19), the 

electrode resistance. That ~: is not the resistance of one electrode 

when the contact surface, say 811 is equipotential is evident from the 
fact that to make 8~ equipotential (on the electrode side) we must, 

by equation 34a, take In=I 7r~A. Pnan tanh (,:;11,) in which case we 

find 

{

CO J. (anh) ] E ,~Pnoa 
"2-V'I =2 R.- L..J (anh) 

1 cosh a 
which would give for the resistance of the electrodes, when 81 and S2 
are equipotential surfaces 
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which is not even an approximation to the value R: when!!" is small. 
a 

The present problem admits of an exact formulation of the current 
I (t) produced by an arbitrary emf E from which it is easy to derive a 
third approximation. This enables one to estimate the degree of 
validity of the second approximation. 

By (25) and (34c) we find 

7·'1' t) E- (R,+R;)I+ ~'.I.+ ~J'(':;')[PJ- pJ,.. ] (40) 

Since the total charge Q=2la rqdr this gives 

co 

E= ~+(R.+R:)I -l:rnln 
1 

so that equation 40 may be written 

7ra2q(r, t) = Q+K~Jo(~r)[pnI-{j:iJ 
1 

(41) 

(42) 

The boundary equation 25, which must be satisfied for all values of 
r in the exact solution, may be written by reference to (32) 

(Dt+'Y)7ra2q(r, t) = I+ ~InJoc~~r) (43) 
1 

Introducing into this the expression (42) for q gives on equating 

corresponding coefficients of J( ~r} the relations 

(D,+'Y)Q=I (which is merely equation 4a) (44) 
and 

(D,+'Y+ (jn) In=KPn{jn(D,+'Y) I for n= 1,2,3, __________ 00 (45) 

The integral of (44) is 

Q(t) = rt I(T)e-'Y<I-T)dT for t>t1 (46) 
JtJ 

and the integral of (45) is 

In(t)=Kf3nPnI (t) - Kf3n2Pn (t I(T)e-<'Y+fJ.)(I-T)dT for t> t1 (47) 
JtJ 

With these values of Q and In the equation 41 becomes the following 
integral equation of Volterra's type to determine I (t) for t> tt. 

(R.+R.)e'Y'I(t)+ rt e'YTE(T).N(t-T)dT=e'Y'E(t) (48) Je. 
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where the nucleus N is defined by a convergent series for r > 0 

'" N( r) = ::8ane- flnT (49) 
n=O 

where 

ao= it an =KrnPn(3n2, (30=0, and for n>O (3n is defined by (35c) (50) 

If F(r) denotes the resolving nucleus of the given nucleus N, then the 
unique solution of (48) is 

(51) 

Considering I given and E unknown, this is an integral equation 
of the same type as (48) with a nucleus F of the same type of function 
as N so that reciprocally (48) is the unique solution of (51) and N the 
resolving nucleus of F. The particular nature of the coefficients 
an is not essential in finding F. To show this we may construct, 
with the coefficients an, a function f of the complex variable (3 by 

'" 
f((3) =R.+R.-L: (3:::"'10(310 whose poles are at fJ=fJn (52) 

n=O 

Let (3'. for 8=0, 1, 2, 00 denote the characteristic values 
which are solutions of the equation 

f((3 ) = 0 (53) 
Then 

1 f d(3' 1 1 
27r'i ((3 ' - (3) f ((3') = R.+ R. = f( 00 ) 

(54) 

where the integral is taken around a circle in the complex (3' plane 
with center at the origin and infinite radius. Shrinking this path 
down to separate contours around the individual poles of the inte
grand which are at (3' =(3 and (3' =(3' s where 8=0, 1, 2, 00 , gives 
after evaluating each contour integral by Cauchy's theorem 

(55) 

where 
1 . ( , _df({3)) 

An=- f'((3'n) for n=O, 1, ~,-- and f ((3) =([fJ (56) 

Equation 55 is in a certain respect reciprocal to (52). If (3 takes on 
one of the values (3m (m=O, 1, 2, ), which is a pole of f ((3) the 
first member of (55) vanishes, giving the relations 

O=R8~R. -,~(3m-==-n(3'n for m=O, 1,2,3--- 00 (57) 
u=o 
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It is easy to see that the resolving nucleus F is given by 

F(T)=~Ane-Il~T 
n=O 

which is similar to (49) (58) 

For if this series be substituted in the integral equation 48 with series 
(49) for N, the equation becomes 

D" E(,)d, ~ j ,-'" ,.-,' A. [R' + R.~ ~ p' ::-p.] 

+e-Ilm(t-T)am[_l __ ~ An, JI=o 
Rs+R. LJ{1m-{1 n 

11=0 

that is, by reference to (52) and (55) 

i:e~T.E(T)dT ~je-Il:" (t-T)Am1f({1' m) +e-/lm(l- T) /(~n)l=o 
m=O 

Since {3' m is a zero of 1f ({1') and (1m a pole, this equation is satisfied for all 
values of t. 

Hence the solution of the integral equation (48) is 

(59) 

where E(t) =0 if t<t1 

If E(t) =ReEoeiwt for t>t1 this becomes, by reference to (55) 

(59') 

so that the final periodic current is I(t)=R.!oeiwt , where 

(59") 

To compute the roots fJ' n of (53) we note that since As is small 

(A.<.04), while for platinum A.=.8(10)5 the ratio As <5(10)-7 so 
Ae 

that (33c) reduces practically to 

fJ,J(= 1ra;.a" coth( ~l) (60) 

for n>O, so that the coefficients an defined by (50) are, when ~ is small, 

2a(aA8)2 Jo(¥)J{¥)coth2(7~ 
an= Kb hA.· a,,3J02(a,,) ==_. for n>O (61) 
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The an's are exceedingly small (except ao=-k) smce if x = 100, 

(~~:Y = 2.5(10)-9. Hence writing (52) in the form 

if;({3) = (R.+R.)- i(3-~,8 an,8n (62) 
11=1 

it is evident that the series is negligibly small except when ,8 is very 
near one of the values say ,8. in which case the 8th term is the only 
term of the series worth retaining. The nth zero ,8' n of if; (,8) is very 
close to the nth pole ,8n so that ,8' n is very approximately given by 

(R.+ Re) - K~' n - ,8' nan ,8-;. = ° so that 

-Anforn=0,1,2,3 __ 00 (63) 

so that the resolving nucleus is 

(64) 

or 
1 { r '" 1 F(r ) = - (R.+R e)2K e (R.+R.)K +K~ane-fl"rJ' where (3n is (64') 

given by (60) and an by (61) for n>O. 

When ~ is small, equation 61 may be written a 

2coth( anl) 
an=2~(~) an a since 7r;nJo2(an) = 1 very approximately (61") 

Hence the equation 59 may be written I 
I(t) =R.~RJE(t)- (R.)R.)Ki: drE(r)e- T(/- rl 

[e -(R:t;:;)K+(~~:y I/>(t- r)]} (65) 

where 

h 2(anl) 
cot - T C" I) (l) 1/>(r)=-27ri: a e-R.K ; coth an (65a) 

n=1 an a 

When l is of the same order of magnitude as a or larger, coth anl "'" 
a 

1 very approximately so that 

(65b) 
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Since, however, IXn=(4n+l) ~ approximately, this may be written 

a> 

2: - (411+1) (~) ~1 +Z cp(r) = 2 e 4aR.K = log --+tan- lz-2z 4n+l l-z 
11= 1 

.-IT 
where z=e -4aR,K' 

(65c) 

This approximation to cjJ (r) is sufficient for those cases where it is 

not entirely negligible. When, however, (~~:)2<3 (10-9) as in the 

example quoted, the terms in cp (t-r) in (65) are negligible and it 
reduces to equation 5b obtained at first . This may be taken as 
confirmation of the statement that the second approximation to the 
current is in general sufficient. It remains to reduce the expression 
(38/1) to a more convenient form for computation. If we assume 

that ~ is small, without any assumption as to b except that O<b<a a 

we may neglect the first term ~, in (38/1) and in the series replace 
7f'a (\ e 

tanh (IX~)) by IX~h which gives 

R 1 __ 2 .(~~)~Jo(¥)J{¥) (65d) 
e - 7f'hXe b L.J IXn3Jo2IXn 

1 

r b 
Now by (28) when - = - =X we find a a 

Multiplying this by ~ dx and integrating from x to 1 gives 

S· ~ 1 1 h' b' mce £.....J-2-=-8 t I S may e wntten 
lan 

(66) 

(67) 
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Multiplying this by xdx and integrating from zero to x gives 

whence, by (67) 

Multiplying this by xdx and integrating from 0 to x gives 

By use of (68) this becomes 

Pl · b. h· . acmg X=- m t IS gIves a 

so that (65d) becomes finally 

! [log !!:-~(I -~)J 2 b. 4 a2 

which is the principal part of Re' when ~ is small, and O< b <a 
a 

119 

(68) 

(72) 

(73) 

IV. A CELL EACH OF WHOSE ELECTRODES IS A THIN 
CYLINDRICAL SHELL CLOSED BY A THIN DISK 

In figure 3 is shown a section (by a plane through the axis) of a 
symmetrical cell. The cylindrical shell TaB and the circular disk Tb. 
are filled with solution, these regions being fairly thin, of the order of 
0.1 cm. The current enters the electrode TI through the face of the 
cylindrical shell Tal at x= O (trace AA1) where the potential has the 

uniform value E~t). It leaves at the face of the shell Ta2 at X= 0 
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(trace A2Aa), where the potential has the uniform value- E~t). The 

total capacity K of both films is given by 

J 
I 

I 
.1 
1 
1 
I 

(74a) 

-ot-! --- ---- ---- --- ---::-,,"r.7P.::~~V7'7l::-~~ 
I X 
I 

I 
I 
I 

SECTION 3.-Section of concentric cylinders by a plane through the axis. 

liA =a al Is of order of 1 em 
OAI=al=a+b I, is of order of 5 em 
OA ,=a,=a,+c c and b of order 0.1 em 
OA,= a3=a,+b b of order 0.01 em 

OB=1 
OB,=I,=I+b 
OB,=!,=II+h 
OB3=1,=I,+b 

The resistance Ro, which shunts the condenser K, is given by 

(74b) 
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Since the region T. is everywhere thin, the first approximation to the 
resistance R. of the solution, obtained by neglecting the variations 
of potential near the edges of 0 1 and O2, assuming a uniform radial 
component of current density in T.a, and a uniform axial component 
in T/ is given by 

In these expressions the mean length of the shell Taa is taken (ll +~) 
and the mean radius of the disk is (al +~). In this way we attempt 

to make some allowance for the troublesome region near the edge 
01 and O2• If the construction and measurement of dimensions of 
the solution-volume T. were possible with any great precision, this 
expression for Rs would require a slight modification. All that is 
proposed here is an approximate evalu~tion of the electrode resistances 
Rei and Re2 • 

The total current is f = fa+f where fa is that passing through the 
cylindrical shell T. a and Jb that passing through the disk T/. 

For the two parts Tal and Tbl of the electrode Tl consider the poten
tial 

. Ta h (2n-l) 
In 1 were an = 2l 7r 

(76b) 

where !3n is the nth positive unit of Jo({3) =0. 
E 

The equation 76a reduces at the face x=O of Tal to V(O, r)=2 

as it should. Also [Dr Vex, r)]r=a=O ie., there is no current leaving the 
inner boundary of Tal. The current density at the surface sal i. e., 
r=a is by (71a) 
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It is evident therefore that (76a) satisfies the reasonable boundary 
conditions at its external boundaries. 

Over the section whose trace is CD! i. e., x=l we find from (76a) 

ix(l,r) = - Ae[Dx Vex, r)lx~I=2 Ib b=uniform, which is a reasonable 
71'a! 

way of ignoring the fine structure of the field at this edge, since the 
total current through CD I must be Jb the total which passes to the 
solution through the smface Sbl. At sal, r=al, (76a) becomes 

E Jb 
Vex, al) =2" - 271'albA, x 

+4 ~si~ ~nX[Yl(~cx."a)Jo(~anal)-Jl(~ana)Yo(~anal)J (77). 
71'all Aei...J ~an Y l (wna)Jl (~anal) -Jl (~CXna) Y l (~anal) 

n~l 

Since al =a+ b where b is small, this series becomes 

so that (77) becomes 

Vex, al)=!!l-_1_[Ixb+2lIa(~)3\\sin (2n-1) ;~J (77/) 
2 271'alb Ae 71' {;;t (2n-1)3 

From this we find 

By means of the formulas 

(2)3\\ -1 nH 1 (2)4\\ 1 1 
-:;;: i...J(2n--l)3 4 and -:;;: i...J(2n- 1)4=(f 

1 1 

we thus find 

(78) 

and 

(79) 



., 

r 

:> 
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Returning to the equation 76b this is evidently a solution in the 
region PI satisfying the boundary conditions 

at 0, 

Dx V=O at x=l 

(80) 

From it we find 

21r LarV(l+b, r)dr= 1raff -21rdlbAe( ~+]b) ]-8~:P (81) 

where we have placed tanh f3.,.b = f3nb and made use of the known sum 
a a 

~f3~2= 312' 
I 

Hence, if VUe! denotes the average of V over SI= Sal+Sbl we find, by 
use of (78) and (81) 

110,1=: (bA.)(21r~ll+1ra2)[i( l + 34a)]a+4( l +%yfb] (82) 

Since the current is determined principally by the solution resistance 
R. and Ra. and Rb, are in parallel, we may replace]a and Jb in (82) by 

alc 
]a Rbs ]=~ d ]b= Ra. ]= 211 ] 

Ra.+Rb. h+ alc an Ra.+R,b h+ alc 
24 24 

Hence the "resistance of the inner" electrode defined by (19a) is 

] 

1(2l+ 3a)2l+~(2l+a)2a~ 
324 h 

21rabAe(2l+a)( 2l+af) 

(83) 

(84) 

When the electrolytic solution has the same thickness everywhere, 
c = h and this becomes 

(85) 
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Since h= c is small it is similarly found as is evident from symmetry 
that the resistance Re2 of the outer electrode is practically the same 
as Rei. To estimate the importance of this term, consider the case 
where a=l cm, l=5 cm, h=c=O.l cm, b= O.Ol em, As=0.04 and 
Ae=0.8 (10)5. By (85) we find for the total electrode resistance 
R el +Re2= R e= 0.00073 ohm, while (75) gives Ras= O.79 ohm,Rbs=7.95 
ohms, so that the total resistance of the electrolytic solution is 

R s=O.72 ohm. 

Hence, the electrode resistance is about one-thousandth of the solution 
resistance. 

V. SUMMARY 

In section II a plausible method of obtaining a first approximation 
to the effect of electrode-resistance was sketched without attempting a 
proof or inquiry into its limitations. The line of argument in a more 
detailed justification could be inferred from an examination of the 
equations obtained in section III for a particular shape of cells and 
electrodes. This exact mathematical solution confirms the method 
of section II as a first approximation. On the strength of this, the 
approximation is applied in section IV to a cylindrical cell of more 
complicated shape. The result of practical importance in the first 
case is the electrode resistance given by equation 73 and in the second 
case by (84). These electrode resistances were arbitrarily defined in 
equation 19 so that they would enter the first approximate equations 
of motion of electricity (4) in the familiar form. A possible source of 
misunderstanding due to the use of the name "electrode resistance" 
was pointed out in section II and illustrated in section III. The 
resolution of the total resistance into the sum of two parts, one being 
that of the solution, the other of the electrodes, is possible in the 
first approximation only. In a closer approximation in general, this 

~ 

I 

concept goes to pieces, because the total current I is not confined to a ~ 
single linear branch but is the sum of an infinite number of parallel 
current components having different paths and series capacities. 

WASHINGTON, April 23, 1936. 
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